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ACROSS
1. A French abbot.
5. A chronic disease of the nose character-

ized by a foul-smelling nasal discharge
and atrophy of nasal structures.

11. A sudden very loud noise.
15. Not easy.
16. Of or involving the rectum.
17. Socks and stockings and tights collective-

ly (the British include underwear as
hosiery).

18. In bed.
19. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimat-
ter and the positron (1902-1984).

21. A decree that prohibits something.
23. Capable of resuming original shape after

stretching or compression.
26. A river in southeastern France.
27. Any of various large edible marine gas-

tropods of the genus Haliotis having an
ear-shaped shell with pearly interior.

30. Primitive chlorophyll-containing mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms lacking
true stems and roots and leaves.

32. Found pleasant or attractive.
33. A small ball with a hole through the mid-

dle.
37. A rich soil consisting of a mixture of sand

and clay and decaying organic materials.
42. Web spinners.
46. An affirmative.
47. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who

has not yet begun to walk or talk.
48. A city and port in northern Jutland.
50. The friend of Phintias who pledged his

life that Phintias would return (4th cen-
tury BC).

52. The sense organ for hearing and equilib-
rium.

53. A slow pace of running.
56. A New England state.
57. Angular distance above the horizon

(especially of a celestial object).
60. (formal) A person who announces impor-

tant news.
65. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising

solely the razorbill.
67. Popular music originating in the West

Indies.
68. East Indian cereal grass whose seed yield

a somewhat bitter flour, a staple in the
Orient.

70. (Babylonian) The sky god.
71. Any of various coarse shrubby plants of

the genus Iva with small greenish flow-
ers.

72. (Irish) God of the sea.
74. The force of workers available.
75. A writing implement with a point from

which ink flows.
76. Having few if any teeth.
77. A condition (mostly in boys) character-

ized by behavioral and learning disor-
ders.

DOWN
1. According to the Old Testament he was a

pagan king of Israel and husband of
Jezebel (9th century BC).

2. A small cake leavened with yeast.
3. A submachine gun operated by gas pres-

sure.

4. A doctor's degree in education.
5. Order by virtue of superior authority.
6. A family of fish in the order Zeomorphi.
7. A unit of area (4840 square yards) used in

English-speaking countries.
8. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
9. A streamlined enclosure for an aircraft

engine.
10. A silvery ductile metallic element found

primarily in bauxite.
11. (ballet) Quick gliding steps with one foot

always leading.
12. Fishes having large mouths with a worm-

like filament attached for luring prey.
13. Out of bed.
14. The state prevailing during the absence of

war.
20. Submerged aquatic plant having narrow

leaves and small flowers.
22. A compact mass.
24. Fragrant resin obtain from trees of the

family Burseraceae and used as incense.
25. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake

Chad.
28. A major biotic community characterized

by the dominant forms of plant life and
the prevailing climate.

29. Jordan's port.
31. Type genus of the Gavidae.
34. A tangible symbol signifying approval or

distinction.
35. An independent ruler or chieftain (espe-

cially in Africa or Arabia).
36. Small beads made from polished shells

and formerly used as money by native
Americans.

38. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
39. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on

a skewer usually with vegetables.
40. A complex red organic pigment contain-

ing iron and other atoms to which oxy-
gen binds.

41. An esoteric or occult matter that is tradi-
tionally secret.

43. A Russian river.
44. Italian painter and engraver noted for his

frescoes (1431-1506).
45. Swiss painter influenced by Kandinsky

(1879-1940).
49. Male red deer.
51. A measuring instrument for measuring

angles to a celestial body.
54. Female ruff v 1.
55. A fully differentiated structural and func-

tional unit in an animal that is specialized
for some particular function.

58. (of complexion) Blemished by imperfec-
tions of the skin.

59. A unit of weight used in Asia.
61. Pathetically lacking in force or effective-

ness.
62. No longer having or seeming to have or

expecting to have life.
63. A theocratic republic in the Middle East

in western Asia.
64. The flesh of animals (including fishes and

birds and snails) used as food.
66. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of

Lamaism.
69. The compass point midway between

northeast and east.
73. A colorless odorless gaseous element

that give a red glow in a vacuum tube.
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Yesterday’s Solution

You are experiencing an unrealistic feeling today. You may be having to
really resist the urge to daydream. Focusing on the tasks set before you seem impossi-
ble. You may find your friends and co-workers become frustrated when dealing with
this side of you. A bit of soul-searching may be in order. You need to force yourself to
snap back to reality and pick up where you left off. Get to the root of the matter that
has you preoccupied so you will be able to push forward. Once you realize what
caused this mood you should be able to push on and lead a more productive day. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Today may find you a bit unsatisfied with your surroundings. It may be
someone or the physical place you are in that is just not sitting right with you. You may
feel as if someone or something is holding you back or may just feel frustrated by your
life in general. This may be a great time for an evening out and about. Change your sur-
roundings. Clear your head but choose your company wisely to avoid any conflict as
this is a time you need to have fun. You have to find a comfortable balance between
work life, family, and social life. Taurus, remember it is good for you to get out and
enjoy yourself from time to time. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Remember to count to ten and take deep breaths. Buckle up. Today will
be one of those days. You will need to exercise patience and self-control today. This
will be a day you may feel pushed beyond your breaking point. You will easily be able
to make clear decisions regarding others today. This is a time even frustration and
anger will not effect your ability to remain in control of business. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Resist the need to be “wonderful.” Such a reputation may sound good at
first, but it’s a trap. It sets up unrealistic expectations. It leads to a need to please. And
that leads to conflict-inner and outer. Don’t punish by trying to maintain an unrealistic
reputation. Be yourself. Do what’s natural. Remind yourself that you are enough just
the way you are. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

As clearly as you are thinking now it is a great time to focus on love, start
that diet, or begin that exercise routine again. It is the perfect time for things to be all
about you. Physically and spiritually you desire to feel good about yourself again.
Libra, you may hit a bump in the road when dealing with someone younger than you
today. Your values may be at odds, but this will be a temporary problem. Problems for
you are easily solved and you will end the day with much peace in perfect harmony. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You are experiencing an unrealistic feeling today. You may be having to
really resist the urge to daydream. Focusing on the tasks set before you seem impossi-
ble. You may find your friends and co-workers become frustrated when dealing with
this side of you. A bit of soul-searching may be in order. You need to force yourself to
snap back to reality and pick up where you left off. Get to the root of the matter that
has you preoccupied so you will be able to push forward. Once you realize what
caused this mood you should be able to push on and lead a more productive day. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

A difficult path may lay ahead. You may find that career opportunities
could hinder your need for change and self-growth. What may be best

for your personal life may totally interfere with your career. Now is a great time to
understand those around you. This could be a special time for you and someone you
love. Keep your priorities straight and do what is best for your future. Remember, they
say money can’t buy happiness.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

What a wonderful day! Today finds you full of love and appreciation for
life. You may have a new outlook on life and a deep gratitude for all that is around you.
This mood could leave you showing much affection to those close to you. You find a
great sense of peace and fulfillment as you receive this affection in return. You are
radiant today. Others will feel attracted and drawn to your warm presence. You may
find yourself doing a bit of soul searching as you have found peace in your world and
this is a place you want to remain.focus positive and know you have the support from
the ones that matter most.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

This is a time you may begin to see and truly appreciate the beauty in all
that surrounds you. Times when you feel like this, it is best if you steer clear from the
mall. These are the times you tend to overindulge and bring home everything in sight.
You love it and have to have it are words you would be hearing yourself say. Focus on
your family and nature and the beauty all of these things possess. You may find your-
self overspending if you focus on material possessions.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Do you know the difference in sympathy and empathy? This is a day you
find yourself you are empathic of others. You are starting to look beneath and beyond
the surface what others expose of their self. Call it intuition or whatever you would like.
You know how to read people. This may be a talent and curse all rolled into one. The
level of empathy you are starting to feel for others may be dragging you down. You
have to learn to care for others without emotionally taking their problems on as your
own. You are loved and admired for your caring nature. 

How do you feel about your position in life? If you answer this in any way
other than positive then now is the time for change. You are able to see things very
clearly now. Set a goal and make any necessary changes in your life to help accomplish
it. With your strength and determination, nothing can hold you back. You are in a great
position to be able to communicate your feelings to others. You will find support for
your dreams and ideas from those closest to you. Reach for the stars. 

No problem is too big for you today. This is a great day to make deci-
sions and solve problems. You will find a way around any obstacle that is placed in
your path today. This is a day you are in total control and guide yourself easily
through the day. You may find an awesome opportunity comes your way today. With
your sense of direction this will be a perfect deal for you, Gemini. Jump on this offer. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)


